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1.

Introduction

1.1

Background

Metadata arrives from a variety of sources: production systems, manual annotations and automatic
annotations. As manual annotation is very time consuming and expensive, many archives lack the
resources to perform this systematically, and use tools for the automatic extraction of
spatiotemporal metadata. Time based metadata is metadata that is associated with a specific time
code related to the audiovisual material. This time code identifies an audiovisual segment in the
material for which the particular annotation is valid. It can be represented by a start time and a
duration.
There are plenty of tools that can derive information from the automated analysis of an audiovisual
source, some of which are becoming mature and ready to be deployed on a large scale. Most of
these tools generate very detailed metadata providing reference time segments for every
annotation.
With this background and thanks to the recent rapid developments in the ICT infrastructure,
approaches by which various multimedia analyses (video/image analysis, audio/voice analysis and
text analysis etc.) are used to generate and/or support the generation of content-related metadata
has become popular.
The European Broadcasting Union (EBU) established a technical project called SCAIE in 2007, whose
aim is to facilitate the introduction of automatic information extraction tools within broadcast
workflows. As a first step, SCAIE conducted a questionnaire about the broadcasters’ interests in the
usage of automatic information extraction tools and analyzed their needs. This led to the definition
and selection of several key use cases in the media production domain in which these technologies
have a key role.
It has to be considered that every time some new technologies are introduced there must be a
practical environment where users can test and compare the questioned technology as easy as
possible. Due to interoperability and exchangeability requirements, a need for a common metadata
standard in which these annotations can be described was identified, therefore SCAIE decided to
specify a common metadata format as the second item by which the user can conduct the test and
comparison.
The EBU is very active in devising metadata standards. One of these standards is the EBU Core
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metadata set 1 . Initially conceived as an extension of Dublin Core and designed specifically for
professional media applications (including but not limited to broadcast archives), EBU Core provides
a set of descriptors for technical, administrative and descriptive metadata froma very high level
down to at a fine granularity. However, this standard is insufficient for representing results of
automatic analysis tools due to the lack of specific descriptors for low-level features (e.g., colour,
shape, texture) which are quite useful in many automated information extraction applications.
MPEG-7 on the other hand – a metadata standard created by MPEG - has this ability but raises some
interoperability issues 2 , 3 , 4 . After one-year discussion SCAIE has finalized the common metadata
format for automated information extraction applications adopting a subset of MPEG-7. The name
of this format is MPEG-7 AVDP (AudioVisual Description Profile), formally a profile of MPEG-7 was
defined to create an interoperable standard for describing results of automatic content analysis
and information extraction tools 5 . SCAIE firstly proposed the format as a new MPEG-7 profile in
ISO/IEC in 2010 and it became an international standard in 2012.

1.2

Scope and motivation

This guidelines document is meant to support practical usages of the MPEG-7 AVDP in real
applications in the broadcasting and media domain. Among the various metadata, the metadata
describing the content itself along a certain temporal portion (hereafter referred as a
spatiotemporal metadata), such as who is in the scene and when (s)he appears, what is pictured,
where it is located in the picture, what role the scene plays in the context of the whole content
etc. are very important for efficiency in the all work flows in broadcasting environment. Currently
such segment based descriptive metadata is generated manually but it may be quite limited in
terms of its quality, granularity and quantity. In order to have efficient workflows, high quality
metadata is needed. However, it is quite hard to assign more people to do this work from the
viewpoint of cost-performance management. For this purpose, automatic information extraction
tools provide opportunities.
This document explains how to use AVDP through the explanation of some concrete examples of
AVDP-compliant metadata instances. Each of these examples follows a use case scenario and some
questions and answers useful to understand and/or implement AVDP-based systems.

2.

The MPEG-7 AudioVisual Description Profile

2.1

General

AVDP is an international standard formally known as ISO/IEC 15938 part 9/AMD-1 “ MPEG-7 Profiles
and Levels” [1]. The corresponding XML Schema is provided in ISO/IEC 15938 part 11/AMD-1 [2].
Unlike the other MPEG-7 profiles, i.e. SMP (Simple Metadata Profile), UDP (User Description Profile)
and CDP (Core Description Profile), AVDP is based on version 2 of MPEG-7 [3], and includes all the
low-level visual and audio descriptors defined in parts 3 [4,5] and 4 [6,7] of the standard. The
constraints on description tools in AVDP only concern descriptors and descriptor schemes defined in
part 5 (Multimedia Description Schemes, MDS) [8-10] of the standard. This was done to mainly

1

https://tech.ebu.ch/docs/tech/tech3293v1_5.pdf

2

http://mpeg.chiariglione.org/sites/default/files/files/standards/docs/w6828_mp7_Overview_v10.zip

3

Introduction to MPEG-7: Multimedia Content Description Interface, B.S. Manjunath, Phillipe Salembier,
Thomas Sikora (Eds.), John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, NY, USA, 2002.

4

ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29/WG11 N6829, "MPEG-7 Overview (version 10)", 2004

5

http://mpeg.chiariglione.org/sites/default/files/files/standards/docs/w13869%20_AVDP_WhitePaper_final.d
ocx
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restrict AVDP documents supporting only complete content descriptions and summaries. A number
of constraints are aimed at improving interoperability.

2.2

Scope and functionality

Figure 1: AVDP top level structure
The main scope of this profile is describing the results of automatic media analysis processes with
low-, mid- and high-level features for audiovisual content. Thus, the profile includes functionalities
for representing results of several – (semi-) automatic or manual – feature extraction processes.
AVDP provides tools for describing:
1. The feature extraction tool originating the descriptions, through its version , contributors,
and the date/time the tool applied
2. several results in multiple timelines
3. several results with confidence level
4. various results of multimedia analyses, such as segmentation, text recognition, face
detection, person identification, format detection, genre detection, keyword extraction,
and speech recognition.
5. the results of copy detection and summarization together with several descriptions of
audio-visual contents in one document

2.3

Structures

The top level structure for content description supported by AVDP considers three main cases. The
most basic case is used to describe a single audiovisual content (Figure 1 - a). The second is used to
describe several contents and their relations such as similar segments or copies (Figure 1 - b). The
third describes the result of summarization and the related audiovisual contents (Figure 1 - c).
On the other hand, Figure 2 visualizes the high level structure for content description supported by
this profile. The root audiovisual segment (AudioVisual) expresses a whole content to which
7
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automatic media analysis is applied, and it is decomposed by temporal decompositions (TD) into
AudioVisualSegments (AVS). Each temporal decomposition corresponds to the result of an
analysis/annotation process. If specific audio and/or video descriptors are needed, the AVSs are
decomposed by means of the media source decomposition tool (MSD) into video and audio segments
(respectively VS and AS), to which the descriptors are attached. A constraint is that these VS/AS
segments must have the same duration as the decomposed AVS. There can be as many such
video/audio segments (VS/AS) as there are video/audio channels. Further recursive temporal
decompositions of the AVSs present in each TD can be added. There can be several MSD of an
audiovisual segment, e.g. one into modalities and one into key elements (key frames, key audio
clips).
Each segment contains a MediaTime element that describes the temporal extent of the segment,
represented using start time point and duration. AVDP uses so-called relative incremental time
points. Relative means that time is counted from a start offset of the current media item (assumed
to be 0, if nothing is specified). Incremental means that time is counted as multiples of a defined
interval (e.g., edit unit). This allows specifying time with arbitrary precision and proves a more
compact representation as repeating the full definition. The time offset and the time unit can be
specified on the root segment, and the time unit can also be specified on a top-level temporal
decompostition. They are valid for all MediaTime elements in the subtree below.
Results of feature extraction from the complete segment may be added to the video or audio
segment. Results of feature extraction from single frames within the segment or regions in single
frames must be described using StillRegionType elements contained in the MSD of the segment and
optionally further spatial decompositions of the still region. The constraint is that a still region
element directly in the MSD must represent a full frame, those in the decompositions below may
refer to regions (e.g. face regions, image text). Results of feature extraction from the complete
segment or a subsegment, which create region information with a temporal extent of more than
one frame must be described as moving regions in a spatiotemporal decomposition of the video
segment.
Further, AVDP also allows to store confidence measures generated by automatic information
extraction tools. Every temporal or spatial decomposition of the content can be tagged with
generated confidence measures.
Many elements in AVDP include attributes that allow qualifying the type, role, etc. of the element
in more detail. In the content structure, i.e. criteria of decompositions and structural unit of
segments, the use of qualifiers is mandatory. AVDP defines controlled vocabularies (represented as
MPEG-7 classification schemes for this purpose 6 . External vocabularies can be used, e.g. to identify
objects, persons etc. AVDP does not make any assumptions about the representation of these
vocabularies, the only requirement is that terms in these vocabularies can be identified using URIs.

6

http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/
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Figure 2: AVDP high level structure

2.4

Relation with other metadata standards

The AVDP is meant to be complementary to other metadata standards. We refer to section 0 for an
example on how these different metadata models can be combined with one another. For a broader
overview of available metadata models, we can refer to a report from the W3C incubator group 7 .
Dublin Core
Dublin Core 8 is a metadata element set that is intended to be a common set of elements that can
be used across many different resource types. It has been approved as a U.S. National Standard
(ANSI/NISO Z39.85) in 1995, and adopted by ISO in 2009 (ISO 15836).
The standard contains 15 basic descriptive elements, which can be tagged with a qualifier and
which can occur many different times. The elements are: contributor, coverage, creator, date,
description, format, identifier, language, publisher, relation, rights, source, subject, title and
type. Note that this list contains descriptive, technical and administrative metadata fields. While
Dublin core is widely agreed upon as a common standard, the expressiveness of it for broadcast
media is usually too limited. Moreover, Dublin Core cannot cope with segmented and regional
descriptive metadata. The specification of Dublin Core can be found in the Dublin Core Metadata
Element Set, version 1.1 9 .

7

http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/mmsem/XGR-vocabularies/

8

http://www.dublincore.org

9

http://dublincore.org/documents/2010/10/11/dces/
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EBU Core
The existence of the EBUCore 10 metadata standard dates back to 2000. The standard was originally
devised as a refinement of Dublin Core for audio archives, but it has been extended several times.
The current scope of EBUCore is now identified as the minimum information needed to describe
radio and television in broadcasting. It addresses creation, management and preservation of
audiovisual content. Next to a formal XML Schema, it is also available as an RDF (Resource
Description Framework, Klyne and Carroll (2004) 11 ) ontology, and it is consistent with the W3C
Media Annotation Working Group ontology 12 . For more information we refer to the
EBU Tech 3293 13 .
EBUCore is registered in Class 13 of the SMPTE RP210 dictionary 14 to allow mapping to MXF (among
other applications) and will be used as the basis of the announced SMPTECore.

W3C Media Fragments URI
The Media Fragments URI 1.0 (basic) specification is a W3C Recommendation that has been
produced by the Media Fragments Working Group 15 , which is part of the W3C Video on the Web
Activity.
The specification provides for a media-format independent, standard means of addressing media
fragments on the Web using Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI). In the context of this document,
media fragments are regarded along several different dimensions such as temporal, spatial and
tracks. A temporal fragment can also be marked with a name and then addressed through a URI
using that name, using the id dimension. The specified addressing schemes apply mainly to audio
and video resources - the spatial fragment addressing may also be used on images.
This can be seen as an additional mechanism to identify temporal and spatial fragments.
Relations between these metadata models
The metadata models as described above are in a sense complimentary to each other, with the
exception of Dublin Core, which is completely incorporated within EBU Core.
The W3C Media Fragments URI standard can be used for providing a URI for spatiotemporal
metadata, which can be used as identifiers for spatiotemporal segments in other standards.

3.

Use cases and examples

In this section, many examples of annotations with AVDP are presented. We start with an example
of the AVDP headers in section 0. Next, section 0 presents many examples of the annotation of
visual features in AVDP. Further, section 0 focuses on describing audio-related events in AVDP. In
section 0, examples of annotating other structures such as format or genre are shown. Finally,
section 0 shows examples on how to describe stereoscopic visual structures in AVDP, many of which

10

http://tech.ebu.ch/lang/en/MetadataEbuCore

11

Klyne, G. & Carroll, J. J. (2004). Resource Description Framework (RDF): Concepts and Abstract Syntax
World Wide Web Consortium, Recommendation REC-rdf-concepts-20040210 .
12

http://www.w3.org/TR/mediaont-10/

13

Available at http://tech.ebu.ch/webdav/site/tech/shared/tech/tech3293v1_4.pdf

14

Can be found at http://www.smpte-ra.org/mdd/

15

http://www.w3.org/TR/media-frags/
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could be extended to multi-view video.
Every example contains a figure demonstrating the AVDP structures on which the annotations have
to be put. Furthermore, one or more XML snippets are provided to show how to describe the AVDP
annotations in the XML format.

3.1

Description headers

3.1.1

Introduction

The header of an AVDP metadata document contains basic identification, technical and editorial
metadata. In particular, it contains the following elements:


The profile indication (DescriptionProfile), identifying the document as AVDP:



Description metadata about the entire document, such as tool used, version, modification
date, document identifiers, etc.



The actual description, containing the root audiovisual segment representing the entire
content, and described by



the media time reference data, i.e. the time base and unit, which is used by the time points
and durations in the document (unless overruled by a local specification)



header with global definitions, such as coordinate systems



Technical and editorial metadata



The start time and duration of the root audiovisual segment

Each temporal decomposition of the root audiovisual segment is required to have a description
metadata element, specifying the tool used to create this information

3.1.2

Example instance

This XML snippet shows an example AVDP header.
<Mpeg7 xsi:schemaLocation="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:schema:2004 mpeg7‐v2.xsd ">
<!—The following Element identifies this document as an instance of AVDP ‐‐ >
<DescriptionProfile profileAndLevelIndication="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:profiles:2011:AVDP"/>
<DescriptionMetadata>
<Version>1.1</Version>
<Comment>
<FreeTextAnnotation>
Created with MPEG‐7 Technology by JOANNEUM RESEARCH ‐ http://mpeg7.joanneum.at
</FreeTextAnnotation>
</Comment>
<PrivateIdentifier>326156_2_journal_d_f4367_28122004_15</PrivateIdentifier>
</DescriptionMetadata>
<Description xsi:type="ContentEntityType">
<MultimediaContent xsi:type="AudioVisualType">
<AudioVisual id="AVID_1"
mediaTimeBase="MediaInformation/MediaProfile/MediaInstance/MediaLocator"
mediaTimeUnit="P0DT0H0M0S1N25F">
<Header id="CoordSysMR" xRepr="32" xSrcSize="480"
xsi:type="Spatial2DCoordinateSystemType" yRepr="32" ySrcSize="360">
<Unit>pixel</Unit>
</Header>
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<MediaInformation>
<MediaProfile>
<MediaInstance>
<InstanceIdentifier>prg01</InstanceIdentifier>
<MediaLocator>
<MediaUri>file://disk/source/mpeg01.mpg</MediaUri>
</MediaLocator>
</MediaInstance>
</MediaProfile>
</MediaInformation>
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS#1"/>
<CreationInformation>
<Creation>
<Title>An Interesting Programme</Title>
</Creation>
</CreationInformation>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>0</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>41993</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<TemporalDecomposition
criteria="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#31"
id="AVID_1_TD_0">
<Header xsi:type="DescriptionMetadataType">
<Tool><Name>Magic face detector</Name></Tool>
</Header>

3.2
3.2.1

Descriptions of visual structures
Shot & scene segmentation

Introduction
Shot segmentation is the process of segmenting a video into its different visual shots. Moreover this
decomposition could be hierarchical in the sense that a video can be segmented into editorial items
(or stories), consisting of scenes, which in turn consist of different shots. Each shot or segment may
have representative elements such as key frames.
Information about the segmentation is rendered in AVDP with the Temporal Decomposition
construct and representations for the segments (such as key frames) can be placed in a separate
media source decomposition (MSD). An example annotation with two levels is shown in Figure 3.

12
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Schematic diagram

Figure 3: Story and scene segmentation in AVDP
Example instance
<TemporalDecomposition criteria="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#20" id="AVID_1_TD_1">
<Header xsi:type="DescriptionMetadataType">
<Comment>
<FreeTextAnnotation>Shot list</FreeTextAnnotation>
</Comment>
</Header>
<AudioVisualSegment id="TRID_1_AV">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS#10" />
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>0</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>5</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<MediaSourceDecomposition criteria="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#10"
id="TRID_1_AV_MSD_0">
<VideoSegment id="TRID_1_V">
<Header xsi:type="DescriptionMetadataType">
<Confidence>1.000000</Confidence>
</Header>
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS#10" />
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>0</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>5</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<!‐‐ visual descriptors ‐‐>
</VideoSegment>
</MediaSourceDecomposition>
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<!‐‐ key frames ‐‐>
<MediaSourceDecomposition criteria="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#11" gap="true"
id="TRID_1_MSD_key" overlap="false">
<VideoSegment id="SHOT_KFID_1_V">
<MediaLocator>
<MediaUri>keyframes/00_00_00_04.jpg</MediaUri>
</MediaLocator>
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS#12" />
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>4</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>1</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
</VideoSegment>
</MediaSourceDecomposition>
</AudioVisualSegment>
</TemporalDecomposition>

3.2.2

Face detection and recognition

Description
AVDP supports several ways to describe results of face detection. It is also possible to annotate the
face in the video with a temporal duration, i.e. several frames, and a trajectory (i.e. when the
face moves with respect to the camera).
Schematic diagram

Figure 4: Face detection in AVDP
Example instance
The following is an example shows how identified faces can be annotated in an AVDP structure. It
identifies a face and tracks the location of the face.
14
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<AudioVisualSegment id="TRACK_0">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS#30">
<Name>Video object</Name>
</StructuralUnit>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>2380</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>27</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<MediaSourceDecomposition criteria="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#10" id="TRACK_0_MSD_0">
<VideoSegment id="TRACK_0_V">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS#30">
<Name>Video object</Name>
</StructuralUnit>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>2380</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>27</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<SpatioTemporalDecomposition criteria="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#31"
id="TRACK_0_V_STD_0">
<MovingRegion id="TRACK_0_V_MR">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS#30.1">
<Name>Moving video object</Name>
</StructuralUnit>

<TextAnnotation type="face_id" confidence="0.23">
<StructuredAnnotation>
<Who href="http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000122/">
<Name>Charlie Chaplin</Name>
</Who>
</StructuredAnnotation>
</TextAnnotation>
<SpatioTemporalLocator>
<CoordRef ref="CoordSysMR" spatialRef="0" />
<!—if coordinate system is defined in the header ‐‐>
<ParameterTrajectory motionModel="still">
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>2380</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>5</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<InitialRegion>
<Polygon>
<Coords dim="2 4">42 124 0 ‐124 140 0 124 0</Coords>
</Polygon>
</InitialRegion>
</ParameterTrajectory>
<ParameterTrajectory motionModel="still">
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>2385</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
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<MediaIncrDuration>5</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<InitialRegion>
<Polygon>
<Coords dim="2 4">36 120 0 ‐120 146 0 120 0</Coords>
</Polygon>
</InitialRegion>
</ParameterTrajectory>
<ParameterTrajectory motionModel="still">
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>2390</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>5</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<InitialRegion>
<Polygon>
<Coords dim="2 4">16 116 0 ‐116 148 0 116 0</Coords>
</Polygon>
</InitialRegion>
</ParameterTrajectory>
<ParameterTrajectory motionModel="still">
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>2395</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>5</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<InitialRegion>
<Polygon>
<Coords dim="2 4">0 116 0 ‐116 157 0 116 0</Coords>
</Polygon>
</InitialRegion>
</ParameterTrajectory>
<ParameterTrajectory motionModel="still">
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>2400</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>5</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<InitialRegion>
<Polygon>
<Coords dim="2 4">0 116 0 ‐116 156 0 116 0</Coords>
</Polygon>
</InitialRegion>
</ParameterTrajectory>
<ParameterTrajectory motionModel="still">
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>2405</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>1</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<InitialRegion>
<Polygon>
<Coords dim="2 4">0 116 0 ‐116 167 0 116 0</Coords>
</Polygon>
</InitialRegion>
</ParameterTrajectory>
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</SpatioTemporalLocator>
</MovingRegion>
</SpatioTemporalDecomposition>
</VideoSegment>
<VideoSegment id="TRACK_0_KF_0">
<MediaLocator>
<MediaUri>$LI_ME;FaceKeyframes/11/0000002380.jpg</MediaUri>
</MediaLocator>
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS#12" />
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>2380</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>1</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
</VideoSegment>
<VideoSegment id="TRACK_0_KF_1">
<MediaLocator>
<MediaUri>$LI_ME;FaceKeyframes/11/0000002385.jpg</MediaUri>
</MediaLocator>
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS#12" />
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>2385</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>1</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
</VideoSegment>
<VideoSegment id="TRACK_0_KF_2">
<MediaLocator>
<MediaUri>$LI_ME;FaceKeyframes/11/0000002390.jpg</MediaUri>
</MediaLocator>
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS#12" />
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>2390</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>1</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
</VideoSegment>
</MediaSourceDecomposition>
</AudioVisualSegment>

3.2.3

Logo detection

Introduction
Logo detection is the identification of logo’s that are present in the pictures. Examples are logo’s
in sport stadiums, on shirts of athletes etc. AVDP allows to identify the logo that occurred, specify
its position inside the picture or video and annotate a confidence measure.
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Annotation in AVDP
Figure 5 shows where the information on detected logos can be stored in the AVDP structure.

Figure 5: Logo detection in AVDP
Example instances
The following is an example shows how identified logos can be annotated in an AVDP structure. It
identifies a the logo and annotates its coordinates.
<TemporalDecomposition criteria="http://mpeg7.joanneum.at/cs/LogoDecompositionCS#logodec10" id="AVID_1_TD_0">
<Header xsi:type="DescriptionMetadataType">
<Tool><Name>Magic logo detector</Name></Tool>
</Header>
<AudioVisualSegment id="TRACK_0">
<StructuralUnit href="http://mpeg7.joanneum.at/cs/LogoStructuralUnitCS#10">
<Name>Occurrence</Name>
</StructuralUnit>
<TextAnnotation>
<StructuredAnnotation>
<WhatObject href="http://somecompany.org/logo">
<Name>SomeCompanyLogo</Name>
</WhatObject>
</StructuredAnnotation>
</TextAnnotation>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>502</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>12</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<MediaSourceDecomposition criteria="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#10"
id="TRACK_0_MSD_0">
<VideoSegment id="TRACK_0_V">
<StructuralUnit href="http://mpeg7.joanneum.at/cs/LogoStructuralUnitCS#10">
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<Name>Occurrence</Name>
</StructuralUnit>

<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>502</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
< MediaIncrDuration>12</MediaIncrDuration>
< /MediaTime>
<SpatioTemporalDecomposition criteria="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#30"
id="TRACK_0_V_STD_0">
<MovingRegion id="TRACK_0_V_MR">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS#30.1">
<Name>Moving video object</Name>
</StructuralUnit>
<SpatioTemporalLocator>
< ParameterTrajectory motionModel="still">
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>502</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>1</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<InitialRegion>
<Polygon>
<Coords dim="2 4">33 38 2 ‐39 185 3 77 ‐5</Coords>
</Polygon>
</InitialRegion>
</ParameterTrajectory>
<!‐‐ more positions ‐‐>
</SpatioTemporalLocator>
</MovingRegion>
</SpatioTemporalDecomposition>
</VideoSegment>
<VideoSegment id="TRACK_0_KF_0">
<MediaLocator>
<MediaUri>LogoDetectionKeyframes/0_502‐513.png</MediaUri>
</MediaLocator>
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS#12" />
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>503</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>1</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
</VideoSegment>
</MediaSourceDecomposition>
</AudioVisualSegment>
</TemporalDecomposition>

3.2.4

Visual quality analysis

Introduction
Visual quality analysis is an assessment of visual problems with the video essence. This include a
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wide range of issues such as sharpness problems, blocking artefacts, black frames, noise,
degradation of the image, etc.
AVDP allows describing content properties of visual segments, as descriptors attached to the
segment. Further temporal or spatiotemporal decompositions can be used to describe the segment
affected by the quality problem.
Schematic diagram

Figure 6: Visual quality analysis in AVDP
Example instances
This example describes detection results of uniform colour (in this case black) segments. Finding
them may be of interest to identify segments where the signal was lost or to find breaks between
programmes.
<TemporalDecomposition criteria="http://mpeg7.joanneum.at/QADecompositionCS#uniformcolor" id="VSID_1_TD_2">
<Header xsi:type="DescriptionMetadataType">
<Comment>
<FreeTextAnnotation>Mandatory MPEG‐7 AVDP Header</FreeTextAnnotation>
</Comment>
<Instrument>
<Tool>
<Name>Some QA Tool</Name>
</Tool>
</Instrument>
</Header>
<AudioVisualSegment id="UC_1_AV">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS#3" />
<TextAnnotation confidence="1.000000">
<StructuredAnnotation>
<WhatObject href="http://www.w3.org/TR/SVG11/types.html#black">
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<Name>black</Name>
<Name xml:lang="x‐hex">#0a0a0a</Name>
</WhatObject>
</StructuredAnnotation>
</TextAnnotation>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>0</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>5</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
</AudioVisualSegment>
</TemporalDecomposition>

3.2.5

Optical character recognition

Introduction
Optical Character Recognition is the process of identifying snippets of text in an image, such as
subtitles, captions, etc. The output of Optical Character Recognition processes (OCR) in the video
content can be represented in AVDP using regions representing the text block and annotating the
recognized text.
Schematic diagram
The annotation of OCR in AVDP is similar to the annotation of logos. We refer to Figure 5 for a
schematic example.
Example instances
The following is an example shows how identified text in the image can be annotated in an AVDP
structure. It describes the text and provides coordinates.
<TemporalDecomposition criteria=" http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/Decomposition#30" id="AVID_1_TD_0">
<Header xsi:type="DescriptionMetadataType">
<Tool><Name>Video OCR</Name></Tool>
</Header>
<AudioVisualSegment id="TRACK_0">
<StructuralUnit href=" http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS#3" />
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>502</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>12</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<MediaSourceDecomposition criteria="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#10"
id="TRACK_0_MSD_0">
<VideoSegment id="TRACK_0_V">
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>502</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>12</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<SpatioTemporalDecomposition criteria="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#30"
id="TRACK_0_V_STD_0">
<MovingRegion id="TRACK_0_V_MR">
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<StructuralUnit href=http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS#30.1 />
<TextAnnotation type="VideoOCR" confidence="0.7" xml:lang="en">
<FreeTextAnnotation>Breaking News</ FreeTextAnnotation >
</TextAnnotation>
<SpatioTemporalLocator>
<ParameterTrajectory motionModel="still">
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>502</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>1</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<InitialRegion>
<Polygon>
<Coords dim="2 4">33 38 2 ‐39 185 3 77 ‐5</Coords>
</Polygon>
</InitialRegion>
</ParameterTrajectory>
<!‐‐ more positions ‐‐>
</SpatioTemporalLocator>
</MovingRegion>
</SpatioTemporalDecomposition>
</VideoSegment>
</MediaSourceDecomposition>
</AudioVisualSegment>
</TemporalDecomposition>

3.2.6

Video copy detection

Introduction
Video copy detection is about finding repetitions of pieces of a video content. These could be
repetition inside one single video stream, as well as repetitions across different videos. AVDP
allows cross linking between different videos as is demonstrated in the example below.
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Schematic Diagram

Figure 7: Video copy detection in AVDP
Example instance
The following is an example shows how different copies of the same piece of content can be
represented.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF‐8"?>
<Mpeg7 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema‐instance" xmlns="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:schema:2004"
xsi:schemaLocation="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:schema:2004 profile.xsd">
<DescriptionProfile profileAndLevelIndication="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:profiles:2011:AVDP"/>
<DescriptionMetadata>
<LastUpdate>2010‐09‐23</LastUpdate>
<Instrument>
<Tool>
<Name>SomeContentAnalysisTool</Name>
</Tool>
</Instrument>
</DescriptionMetadata>
<Description xsi:type="ContentEntityType">
<MultimediaContent xsi:type="AudioVisualType">
<AudioVisual id="prg01" mediaTimeUnit="PT1N25F"
mediaTimeBase="MediaInformation/MediaProfile/MediaInstance/MediaLocator">
<MediaInformation>
<MediaProfile>
<MediaInstance>
<InstanceIdentifier>prg01</InstanceIdentifier>
<MediaLocator>
<MediaUri>file://disk/source/mpeg01.mpg</MediaUri>
</MediaLocator>
</MediaInstance>
</MediaProfile>
</MediaInformation>
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS:1"/>
<MediaTime>
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<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>0</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>3000</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<TemporalDecomposition id="prg01copySegments"
criteria="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS:60">
<Header xsi:type="DescriptionMetadataType">
<LastUpdate>2010‐09‐23</LastUpdate>
<Instrument>
<Tool>
<Name>SomeCopyDectector</Name>
</Tool>
</Instrument>
</Header>
<AudioVisualSegment id="prg01‐seg01">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS:2"/>
<!‐‐ Identical Video and Audio copy of segment from other program ‐‐>
<Relation type="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/SegmentRelationCS:1.1" strength="0.23"
target="prg02‐seg01"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>0</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>100</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
</AudioVisualSegment>
<AudioVisualSegment id="prg01‐seg02">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS:2"/>
<!‐‐ Video copy from the same program ‐‐>
<Relation type="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/SegmentRelationCS:1.2" strength="0.88"
target="prg01‐seg01"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>1000</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>200</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
</AudioVisualSegment>
</TemporalDecomposition>
</AudioVisual>
</MultimediaContent>
</Description>
<Description xsi:type="ContentEntityType">
<MultimediaContent xsi:type="AudioVisualType">
<AudioVisual id="prg02" mediaTimeUnit="PT1N25F" mediaTimeBase="MediaTime">
<MediaInformation>
<MediaProfile>
<MediaInstance>
<InstanceIdentifier>prg02</InstanceIdentifier>
<MediaLocator>
<MediaUri>file://disk/source/mpeg02.mpg</MediaUri>
</MediaLocator>
</MediaInstance>
</MediaProfile>
</MediaInformation>
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS:1"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>0</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>5000</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<TemporalDecomposition id="prg02copySegments"
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criteria="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS:20">
<Header xsi:type="DescriptionMetadataType">
<LastUpdate>2010‐09‐23</LastUpdate>
<Instrument>
<Tool>
<Name>SomeCopyDectector</Name>
</Tool>
</Instrument>
</Header>
<AudioVisualSegment id="prg02‐seg01">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS:2"/>
<!‐‐ Identical Video and Audio copy of segment from other program (inversed copy detection resulted in another
similarity value)‐‐>
<Relation type="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/SegmentRelationCS:1.1" strength="0.32"
target="prg01‐seg01"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>100</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>100</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
</AudioVisualSegment>
</TemporalDecomposition>
</AudioVisual>
</MultimediaContent>
</Description>
</Mpeg7>

3.2.7

Visual concept detection

Introduction
Visual concept detection deals classifying images and videos based on the presence (or absence) of
specific visual concepts.
Example instances
This example describes the annotation of concepts detected in the visual content. Note that it does
not include the description of a region where an object is visible. This can be described using
regions like in the logo detection example. The example shows the annotation of the detected
concepts “car” and “night”.
<TemporalDecomposition criteria="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#30"
id="concepttd">
<Header xsi:type="DescriptionMetadataType">
<LastUpdate>2013‐06‐06T05:51:27</LastUpdate>
<Instrument>
<Tool><Name>Concept detector</Name></Tool>
</Instrument>
</Header>
<AudiovisualSegment id="concept_seg_1">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS:3"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>37</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>85</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<MediaSourceDecomposition criteria="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#10" gap="true"
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id="concept_seg_1_MSD" overlap="false">
<VideoSegment id="concept_seg_1_V">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS:3"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>37</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>85</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<TextAnnotation type="concepts" confidence="0.7">
<StructuredAnnotation>
<WhatObject href="http://www.freebase.com/m/0k4j">
<Name xml:lang="en">Car</Name>
</WhatObject>
<When href="http://www.freebase.com/m/01d74z">
<Name xml:lang="en">Night</Name>
</When>
<StructuredAnnotation>
</TextAnnotation>
</VideoSegment>
</MediaSourceDecommposition>
</AudiovisualSegment>
</TemporalDecomposition>

3.3
3.3.1

Descriptions of audio structures
Automatic speech recognition

Introduction
Automated Speech Recognition is the process of automatically create a written text out of a spoken
audio segment. The output of Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) can be represented as a
time-aligned text annotation, including a confidence for each time segment. The structure can be
hierarchical, i.e., if needed, segments can be broken down to the word level, each with its own
start time and duration, using nested TemporalDecompositions.
Information about language and speaker identification can be put in a specific header of the
segment.
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Schematic diagram

Figure 8: Automatic speech recognition in AVDP
Example instances
This example contains ASR output, broken down to the speaker turns and utterances.
<TemporalDecomposition criteria="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#40.1"
id="asrtd">
<Header xsi:type="DescriptionMetadataType">
<LastUpdate>2013‐06‐06T05:51:27</LastUpdate>
<Instrument><Tool><Name>My ASR service</Name></Tool></Instrument>
</Header>
<AudiovisualSegment id="asr_turn_d1e44">
<Header xsi:type="SpeakerInfoType" provenance="ASR">
<SpokenLanguage>de</SpokenLanguage>
<Person><Name><GivenName>wb‐female_0</GivenName></Name></Person>
</Header>
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS:4.2"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>37</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>85</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<MediaSourceDecomposition criteria="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#10" gap="true"
id="asr_seg_d1e46_MSD" overlap="false">
<AudioSegment id="asr_turn_d1e44_a">
<Header xsi:type="SpeakerInfoType" provenance="ASR">
<SpokenLanguage>de</SpokenLanguage>
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<Person><Name><GivenName>wb‐female_0</GivenName></Name></Person>
</Header>
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS:4.2"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>37</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>85</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<TemporalDecomposition criteria="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#40.1.1"
id="asrtd_turn_d1e44">
<AudiovisualSegment id="asr_seg_d1e46">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS:4.2"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>37</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>85</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<TextAnnotation type="ASR" confidence="0.7">
<FreeTextAnnotation xml:lang="de">
gestern wurden nach Angaben der Opposition mindestens _ein_ _und_ _vierzig_
Menschen getötet davon _acht_ _und_ _zwanzig_ in der Hauptstadt Damaskus
</FreeTextAnnotation>
</TextAnnotation>
</AudiovisualSegment>
</TemporalDecomposition>
</AudioSegment>
</MediaSourceDecomposition>
</AudiovisualSegment>
</TemporalDecomposition>

3.3.2

Audio keyword extraction

Introduction
Keywords describe the content of a video segment, and may originate from manual annotation or
processing of closed captions or ASR output (the latter can be indicated using the tool information
in the description metadata). AVDP allows to list the keywords and associate them with the
spatiotemporal segment of content in which they appear.
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Schematic diagram

Figure 9: Audio keyword extraction in AVDPExample instance
This example describes keywords extracted from the text of a segment. Note that keywords might
not only be obtained from an audio source. If that is the case, the annotations might differ in the
sense that they are not connected to an AudioSegment, but rather to an AudioVisualSegment or
VisualSegment, whichever would be more appropriate.
<TemporalDecomposition criteria="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#40.1"
id="kwtd">
<Header xsi:type="DescriptionMetadataType">
<LastUpdate>2013‐06‐06T05:51:27</LastUpdate>
<Instrument>
<Tool><Name>Some keyword extractor</Name></Tool>
</Instrument>
</Header>
<AudiovisualSegment id="kw_seg_1">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS:4.2"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>37</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>85</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<MediaSourceDecomposition criteria="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#10" gap="true"
id="kw_seg_1_MSD" overlap="false">
<AudioSegment id="kw_seg_1_a">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS:4.2"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>37</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>85</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
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<TextAnnotation type="ASR_keywords" confidence="0.7">
<KeywordAnnotation>
<Keyword xml:lang="en">opposition</Keyword>
<Keyword xml:lang="en">people</Keyword>
</KeywordAnnotation>
</TextAnnotation>
</AudioSegment>
</MediaSourceDecomposition>
</AudiovisualSegment>
</TemporalDecomposition>

3.3.3

Automatic text translation

Introduction
Automatic Text Translation deals with translating portions of text from one source language into
another target language.
The representation of the result of translation is similar to that of ASR. However, as translation is
not done independently on word level, and the word order will be different in different languages,
the results are not broken down further than utterance level.
Schematic diagram

Figure 10: Automatic text translation in AVDP
Example instance
This example describes the machine translation result of the ASR example above.
<TemporalDecomposition criteria="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#40.1"
id="mttd">
<Header xsi:type="DescriptionMetadataType">
<LastUpdate>2013‐06‐06T05:51:27</LastUpdate>
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<Instrument>
<Tool><Name>My MT service</Name></Tool>
<Setting name="srclang" value="de"/>
<Setting name="trglang" value="en"/>
</Instrument>
</Header>
<AudiovisualSegment id="mt_turn_d1e44">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS:4.2"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>37</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>85</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<MediaSourceDecomposition criteria="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#10" gap="true"
id="mt_seg_d1e46_MSD" overlap="false">
<AudioSegment id="mt_turn_d1e44_a">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS:4.2"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>37</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>85</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<TemporalDecomposition criteria="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#40.1.1"
id="mttd_turn_d1e44">
<AudioSegment id="mt_seg_d1e46">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS:4.2"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>37</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>85</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<TextAnnotation type="MT" confidence="0.7">
<FreeTextAnnotation xml:lang="en">
yesterday , according to the opposition at least 41 people killed 28 in the capital of Damascus
</FreeTextAnnotation>
</TextAnnotation>
</AudioSegment>
</TemporalDecomposition>
</AudioSegment>
</MediaSourceDecomposition>
</AudiovisualSegment>
</TemporalDecomposition>

3.3.4

Audio Event Detection

Introduction
Audio Event Detection concerns the automatic detection of the audio events, such as goals in
football matches, gun shot in movies, object sounds (car, helicopter), the presence of music (along
with its characterization in terms of music genre and music mood), the presence of speech (along
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with its characterization in terms of the specific person who is speaking, aka speaker diarization).
For the storage of the results of this detection we use the StructuredAnnotations of the
AudioSegment of the AVDP. The StructuredAnnotations point to a Classification Scheme (CS) that
establishes a controlled-vocabulary for the description of audio events.
The established CS for the description of audio events is named Audio3DTVS CS. It contains terms
that can be used to describe music, speech or general audio events (goal, gun-shot, car,
helicopter). The part of this CS that describes music and speech is hierarchical. For music, the first
level describes only that music is present, while the second optionally describes specific
characteristics of the music (music genre and music mood). For speech, the first level describes
that someone is speaking while the second optionally describes the individual person speaking.
For music, the two levels of description of the CS are indicated in the elements “WhatObject”
(music) and “How” (music-genre and music-mood) of the StructuredAnnoation; for speech in the
“WhatObject” (speech) and “Who” (speaker identity) of the StructuredAnnoation. The other audio
events (goal, gun-shot, car, helicopter) are described in the “WhatObject” element of the
StructuredAnnoation.
Schematic diagram

Figure 11: Audio Event Detection in AVDP
Example Instance
This example shows the description of the content of the description of the audio events in a movie
scene.
<TemporalDecomposition id="bysources" criteria="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/AVDP/DecompositionCS:20"
overlap="true" gap="true">
<AudiovisualSegment id="event_seg_d1e44">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS:4.2"/>
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<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>100</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>200</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<MediaSourceDecomposition criteria="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#10" gap="true"
id="event_seg_d1e44_MSD" overlap="false">
<AudioSegment id="source_1">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS:4"/>
<TextAnnotation relevance="0.1">
<FreeTextAnnotation>Speaker_1 </FreeTextAnnotation>
<StructuredAnnotation>
<Who href="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:Audio3DTVSCS:2013:2.1"/>
<WhatObject href="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:Audio3DTVSCS:2013:2"/>
</StructuredAnnotation>
</TextAnnotation>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>100</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>200</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
</AudioSegment>
</MediaSourceDecomposition>
</AudioVisualSegment>
<AudiovisualSegment id="event_seg_d1e45">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS:4.2"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>150</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>500</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<MediaSourceDecomposition criteria="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#10" gap="true"
id="event_seg_d1e45_MSD" overlap="false">
<AudioSegment id="source_2">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS:4"/>
<TextAnnotation relevance="0.1">
<FreeTextAnnotation>Music: genre=Jazz, mood=sad </FreeTextAnnotation>
<StructuredAnnotation>
<WhatObject href="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:Audio3DTVSCS:2013:1"/>
<How href="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:Audio3DTVSCS:2013:1.1.5"/>
<How href="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:Audio3DTVSCS:2013:1.2.2"/>
</StructuredAnnotation>
</TextAnnotation>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>150</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>500</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
</AudioSegment>
</MediaSourceDecomposition>
</AudioVisualSegment>
<AudiovisualSegment id="event_seg_d1e46">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS:4.2"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>200</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>100</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<MediaSourceDecomposition criteria="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#10" gap="true"
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id="event_seg_d1e46_MSD" overlap="false">
<AudioSegment id="source_3">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS:4"/>
<TextAnnotation relevance="0.1">
<FreeTextAnnotation>Speaker_2 </FreeTextAnnotation>
<StructuredAnnotation>
<WhatObject href="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:Audio3DTVSCS:2013:2"/>
<Who href="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:Audio3DTVSCS:2013:2.2"/>
</StructuredAnnotation>
</TextAnnotation>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>200</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>100</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
</AudioSegment>
</MediaSourceDecomposition>
</AudioVisualSegment>
<AudiovisualSegment id="event_seg_d1e47">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS:4.2"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>220</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>300</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<MediaSourceDecomposition criteria="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#10" gap="true"
id="event_seg_d1e47_MSD" overlap="false">
<AudioSegment id="source_4">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS:4"/>
<TextAnnotation relevance="0.1">
<FreeTextAnnotation>AudioEvent: Car motor running </FreeTextAnnotation>
<StructuredAnnotation>
<WhatObject href="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:Audio3DTVSCS:2013:3.3"/>
</StructuredAnnotation>
</TextAnnotation>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>220</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>300</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
</AudioSegment>
</MediaSourceDecomposition>
</AudioVisualSegment>
</TemporalDecomposition>

3.4
3.4.1

Other structures
Format Detection / genre identification / subject classification

Introduction
Genre, format and subject of a content segments (or the entire content if the segment is the root
audiovisual segment) can be annotated using the CreationInformation DS. For Genre and Format,
references to controlled vocabularies can be used.
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Example instances
<AudiovisualSegment id="AV_327918_2_journal_d_f4612_30082005">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS#2"/>
<CreationInformation>
<Creation>
<Title>327918_2_journal_d_f4612_30082005</Title>
</Creation>
<Classification>
<Form href="urn:ebu:metadata‐cs:ContentGenreCS#3.6">
<Name>Bulletin</Name>
</Form>
<Genre href="urn:ebu:metadata‐cs:EditorialFormatCodeCS#2.1.1">
<Name>News</Name>
</Genre>
<Subject xml:lang="en">Politics</Subject>
</Classification>
</CreationInformation>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>37</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>85</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
</AudiovisualSegment>

3.4.2

Named entities detection

Introduction
Extracted named entities (annotated or detected automatically) are described using
StructuredAnnotation, which allows specifying the URI of a term from controlled vocabulary as well
as term labels (e.g., labels in different languages or different names of places/persons).
Example instances
This example describes named entities extracted from the text of a segment.
<TemporalDecomposition criteria="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#40.1"
id="nertd">
<Header xsi:type="DescriptionMetadataType">
<LastUpdate>2013‐06‐06T05:51:27</LastUpdate>
<Instrument>
<Tool><Name>NER</Name></Tool>
</Instrument>
</Header>
<AudiovisualSegment id="ner_seg_1">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS:4.2"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>37</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>85</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<TextAnnotation type="NERs" confidence="0.7">
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<StructuredAnnotation>
<Who href="http://sws.geonames.org/170654/">
<Name xml:lang="en">Damascus</Name>
<Name xml:lang="ar"><دمش ق/Name>
</Who>
</StructuredAnnotation>
</TextAnnotation>
</AudiovisualSegment>
</TemporalDecomposition>

3.4.3

Content Summarization

Introduction
Content summarization deals with providing a textual summary of a segment of content.
AVDP provides the possibility to annotate time-segmented content summarizations, as
demonstrated in the example below.
Example instance
<Description xsi:type="SummaryDescriptionType">
<Summarization>
<Summary xsi:type="HierarchicalSummaryType" hierarchy="dependent" mediaTimeUnit="PT1N25F"
mediaTimeBase="SummarySegmentGroup/SummarySegment/KeyAudioVisualClip/MediaTime">
<SourceID>prg01</SourceID>
<SummarySegmentGroup fidelity="1.0">
<SummarySegment>
<KeyAudioVisualClip>
<MediaUri>file://disk/source/mpeg01.mpg</MediaUri>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>30</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>100</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
</KeyAudioVisualClip>
</SummarySegment>
<SummarySegmentGroup fidelity="0.3">
<SummarySegment>
<KeyAudioVisualClip>
<MediaUri>file://disk/source/mpeg01.mpg</MediaUri>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>1010</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>50</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
</KeyAudioVisualClip>
</SummarySegment>
<SummarySegment>
<KeyAudioVisualClip>
<MediaUri>file://disk/source/mpeg01.mpg</MediaUri>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>900</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>60</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
</KeyAudioVisualClip>
</SummarySegment>
</SummarySegmentGroup>
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</SummarySegmentGroup>
</Summary>
</Summarization>
</Description>

3.5
3.5.1

Descriptions of stereoscopic visual content structures
General framework for the description of stereoscopic visual content

Introduction
Stereoscopic video consists of two (left/right) colour channels and, in certain cases, additional
depth/disparity channels. Such content can also include stereo or multichannel audio. A content
entity is used as the root of the description for each channel. Within a content entity, all
annotations obtained by the application of stereoscopic video analysis algorithms, such as shot
segmentation, face detection/tracking etc, on the corresponding channel can be stored.
Annotations derived from a specific channel can, if desired and appropriate, be copied to other
channels. Information that does not refer to a specific channel, but to the right and left channels in
a joint manner (i.e. to the 3D video as a whole) are stored, by convention, to the left channel.
Distinction between left channel specific information and “global” information stored in the left
channel description, can be easily performed on the basis of the type of information.
Schematic diagram

Figure 12: Multiple (stereoscopic) video channels in AVDP
Example instances
In the following example, a stereo video content consisting of two (left/right) channels is described
using AVDP:
<Description xsi:type="ContentEntityType">
<MultimediaContent xsi:type="AudioVisualType">
<AudioVisual id="CHANNEL_L_noaudio" mediaTimeUnit="PT1N23F">
<MediaInformation>
<MediaProfile/>
</MediaInformation>
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.aiia.csd.auth.gr/cs/mpeg/AVDP/StructuralUnitCS#channel.left_view"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>0</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
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<MediaIncrDuration>150361</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<TemporalDecomposition criteria="hhttp://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#20" gap="true"
id="ShotSet_1" overlap="true">
…
</TemporalDecomposition>
</AudioVisual>
</MultimediaContent>
</Description>
<Description xsi:type="ContentEntityType">
<MultimediaContent xsi:type="AudioVisualType">
<AudioVisual id="CHANNEL_R_noaudio" mediaTimeUnit="PT1N23F">
<MediaInformation>
<MediaProfile/>
</MediaInformation>
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.aiia.csd.auth.gr/cs/mpeg/AVDP/StructuralUnitCS#channel.right_view"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>0</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>150361</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<TemporalDecomposition criteria="hhttp://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#20" gap="true"
id="ShotSet_2" overlap="true">
…
</TemporalDecomposition>
</AudioVisual>
</MultimediaContent>
</Description>

3.5.2

Face/person/object detection or tracking in stereoscopic visual content

Introduction
Face/person/object detection algorithms, when applied on stereoscopic data (left and right
channel), or stereo data and their respective disparity channels (if available), result in the
derivation of a bounding box in each channel denoting the location in the frame of the detected
entity. In a similar manner, face/person/object tracking on stereo data results in the derivation of
a series of bounding boxes in each channel denoting the trajectory of the entity over time. In
addition, correspondences between pairs of bounding boxes, in the left and right channel
(detection) or pairs of series of bounding boxes (tracking) are established. These correspondences
denote that the bounding boxes pairs depict the same physical entity (object or person) in the two
channels. For the description of detection and tracking results StillRegionType and
MovingRegionType are used respectively in each channel (cf. section 0) whereas correspondences
are described by using the RelationType element to connect MovingRegionType and StillRegionType
elements, across channels.
Schematic diagram
Two series of bounding boxes depicting the same physical entity in the two stereo channels, along
with their correspondences, are illustrated in the following diagram.
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Figure 13: Object tracking in stereoscopic video content
Example instance
This example shows the results of face tracking in the left and right channels of a stereo video.
<Description xsi:type="ContentEntityType">
<MultimediaContent xsi:type="AudioVisualType">
<AudioVisual id="CHANNEL_L_noaudio" mediaTimeUnit="PT1N23F">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.aiia.csd.auth.gr/cs/mpeg/AVDP/StructuralUnitCS#channel.left_view"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>0</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>150361</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<TemporalDecomposition criteria="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#20" gap="true"
id="ShotSet_1" overlap="true">
<AudioVisualSegment id="Shot_1">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS#10"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>0</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>150361</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<MediaSourceDecomposition criteria=" http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#10"
gap="true" overlap="true">
<VideoSegment id="Shot_1VS">
<StructuralUnit href=" http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS#10"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>0</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>150361</MediaIncrDuration>
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</MediaTime>
<SpatioTemporalDecomposition
criteria="http://www.aiia.csd.auth.gr/cs/mpeg/AVDP/DecompositionCS#humans" gap="true" id="MovingObjectSet_3"
overlap="true">
<MovingRegion id="MovingObject_6">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.aiia.csd.auth.gr/cs/mpeg/AVDP/StructuralUnitCS#face.trajectory"/>
<Relation strength="1.000000" target="MovingObject_8"
type="http://www.aiia.csd.auth.gr/cs/mpeg/AVDP/RelationCS#disparity"/>
<SpatioTemporalLocator>
<ParameterTrajectory motionModel="still">
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>10000</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>1</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<InitialRegion>
<Polygon>
<Coords mpeg7:dim="2 4">696 1272 0 ‐1272 176 0 472 0</Coords>
</Polygon>
</InitialRegion>
</ParameterTrajectory>
<ParameterTrajectory motionModel="still">
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>10001</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>1</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<InitialRegion>
<Polygon>
<Coords mpeg7:dim="2 4">744 1260 0 ‐1260 176 0 468 0</Coords>
</Polygon>
</InitialRegion>
</ParameterTrajectory>
</SpatioTemporalLocator>
</MovingRegion>
</SpatioTemporalDecomposition>
</VideoSegment>
</MediaSourceDecomposition>
</AudioVisualSegment>
</TemporalDecomposition>
</AudioVisual>
</MultimediaContent>
</Description>
<Description xsi:type="ContentEntityType">
<MultimediaContent xsi:type="AudioVisualType">
<AudioVisual id="CHANNEL_R_noaudio" mediaTimeUnit="PT1N23F">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.aiia.csd.auth.gr/cs/mpeg/AVDP/StructuralUnitCS#channel.right_view"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>0</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>150361</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<TemporalDecomposition criteria="hhttp://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#20" gap="true"
id="ShotSet_2" overlap="true">
<AudioVisualSegment id="Shot_2">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS#10"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>0</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
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<MediaIncrDuration>150361</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<MediaSourceDecomposition criteria=" http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/DecompositionCS#10"
gap="true" overlap="true">
<VideoSegment id="Shot_2VS">
<StructuralUnit href=" http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS#10"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>0</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>150361</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<SpatioTemporalDecomposition
criteria="http://www.aiia.csd.auth.gr/cs/mpeg/AVDP/DecompositionCS#humans" gap="true" id="MovingObjectSet_4"
overlap="true">
<MovingRegion id="MovingObject_8">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.aiia.csd.auth.gr/cs/mpeg/AVDP/StructuralUnitCS#face.trajectory"/>
<Relation strength="1.000000" target="MovingObject_6"
type="http://www.aiia.csd.auth.gr/cs/mpeg/AVDP/RelationCS#disparity"/>
<SpatioTemporalLocator>
<ParameterTrajectory motionModel="still">
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>10000</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>1</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<InitialRegion>
<Polygon>
<Coords mpeg7:dim="2 4">696 1272 0 ‐1272 176 0 472 0</Coords>
</Polygon>
</InitialRegion>
</ParameterTrajectory>
<ParameterTrajectory motionModel="still">
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>10001</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>1</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<InitialRegion>
<Polygon>
<Coords mpeg7:dim="2 4">672 1296 0 ‐1296 168 0 464 0</Coords>
</Polygon>
</InitialRegion>
</ParameterTrajectory>
</SpatioTemporalLocator>
</MovingRegion>
</SpatioTemporalDecomposition>
</VideoSegment>
</MediaSourceDecomposition>
</AudioVisualSegment>
</TemporalDecomposition>
</AudioVisual>
</MultimediaContent>
</Description>

3.5.3

Stereoscopic video quality features/characterizations

Introduction
Stereoscopic video quality features and characterizations, such as eye convergence, depth
continuity, sharpness mismatches, stereoscopic window violation or bent window effect, can be
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derived at the shot level or at the frame level or with respect to a certain video segment.

3.5.3.1

Descriptions for a shot

The video segment (VS) is used to describe the stereoscopic quality features occurring within a
shot. The quality features are stored in TextAnnotation of the video segment (VS) by applying the
tag How to characterize the quality features (such as depth continuity, synchronization mismatch,
etc.), which are defined in a customized classification schema.
Schematic diagram

Figure 14: Stereoscopic shot quality features in AVDP
Example instances
An example of the description of depth continuity of a shot is shown below
<AudioVisualSegment id="Shot_4">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS#10"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>0</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>432</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<MediaSourceDecomposition criteria="http://www.aiia.csd.auth.gr/cs/mpeg/AVDP/DecompositionCS#vis.shots" gap="true"
overlap="true">
<VideoSegment id="Shot_4VS">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.aiia.csd.auth.gr/cs/mpeg/AVDP/StructuralUnitCS#vis.shot"/>
<TextAnnotation>
<StructuredAnnotation>
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<How
href="http://www.hhi.fraunhofer.de/caip/mpeg/AVDP/SemanticFeatures3dCS#HighLevelFeatures.DepthContinuity.continuous” />
</StructuredAnnotation>
</TextAnnotation>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>0</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration> 432 </MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
</VideoSegment>
</MediaSourceDecomposition>
</AudioVisualSegment>

3.5.3.2

Descriptions for a video segment

Stereoscopic video quality defects, such as stereoscopic window violation or bent window effect,
are characterized by the video segment where the defect occurs. For describing such defect(s)
occurring within a shot, the video segment (VS), which represents the visual information of the
shot, is decomposed by a temporal decomposition (TD), in order to create a series of video
segments (VSs), each corresponding to a single defect. The criteria attribute is set to “events”
since such defects can be considered as video events, similar to, for example, a dialogue. The type
of the 3D defect is stored within the StructuralUnitType element of the video segment (VS).

Schematic diagram

Figure 15: Stereoscopic video segment quality annotations in AVDP
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Example instances
An example of a stereoscopic window violation occurring in the time interval [10, 50] is shown
below.
<AudioVisualSegment id="Shot_4">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS#10"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>0</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>150361</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<MediaSourceDecomposition criteria="http://www.aiia.csd.auth.gr/cs/mpeg/AVDP/DecompositionCS#vis.shots" gap="true"
overlap="true">
<VideoSegment id="Shot_4VS">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.aiia.csd.auth.gr/cs/mpeg/AVDP/StructuralUnitCS#vis.shot"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>0</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>150361</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<TemporalDecomposition criteria="http://www.aiia.csd.auth.gr/cs/mpeg/AVDP/DecompositionCS#events" gap="true"
id="EventSet_4" overlap="true">
<VideoSegment id="Event_3">
<StructuralUnit
href="http://www.aiia.csd.auth.gr/cs/mpeg/AVDP/StructuralUnitCS#event.left_stereoscopic_window_violation"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>40</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>11</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
</VideoSegment>
</TemporalDecomposition>
</VideoSegment>
</MediaSourceDecomposition>
</AudioVisualSegment>

3.5.3.3

Description for a frame

The still region (SR) is used to describe the stereoscopic quality features of a frame. The quality
features are stored in TextAnnotation of the still region (SR) by applying the tag How to
characterize the quality features (such as sharpness mismatch, depth budget, eye
convergence/divergence, etc.), which are defined in a customized classification schema.
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Schematic diagram

Figure 16: Stereoscopic quality features of a specific frame in AVDP
Example instances
An example of the description of eye convergence of a frame is shown below
<AudioVisualSegment id="Shot_4">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS#10"/>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>0</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>432</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
<MediaSourceDecomposition criteria="http://www.aiia.csd.auth.gr/cs/mpeg/AVDP/DecompositionCS#vis.frames" gap="true"
overlap="true">
<StillRegion id="sr_features_frame_0_left">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.aiia.csd.auth.gr/cs/mpeg/AVDP/StructuralUnitCS#vis.frame"/>
<TextAnnotation>
<StructuredAnnotation>
<How
href="http://www.hhi.fraunhofer.de/caip/mpeg/AVDP/SemanticFeatures3dCS#HighLevelFeatures.Convergence.fair"/>
</StructuredAnnotation>
</TextAnnotation>
<StillRegion>
</MediaSourceDecomposition>
</AudioVisualSegment>
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Shot/transition characterization regarding 3D viewing

Introduction
Characterization of shots and transitions in stereoscopic content with terms such as comfortable or
uncomfortable for 3D viewing can be stored using the How element of the
StructuredAnnotationType element within the segment (AVS) representing the shot.
Example instances
In the following example, a shot is characterized as comfortable in terms of 3D viewing:
<AudioVisualSegment id="Shot_4">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/StructuralUnitCS#10"/>
<TextAnnotation>
<StructuredAnnotation>
<How href="http://www.aiia.csd.auth.gr/cs/mpeg/AVDP/SceneShotCharacterizationCS#comfortable"/>
</StructuredAnnotation>
</TextAnnotation>
<MediaTime>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>0</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
<MediaIncrDuration>150361</MediaIncrDuration>
</MediaTime>
</AudioVisualSegment>

3.5.5

Person/object size/position/movement characterization
in stereoscopic video

Introduction
Objects/persons detected and/or tracked within a stereoscopic video can be annotated with
information related to their size, position or motion properties. Such properties may refer to the
position of an actor or object in the horizontal, vertical or “depth” axis, its size (including its
extent in the “depth” axis), its location in the display space with respect to the screen or the
stereoscopic comfort zone, its movement direction (including movement along the “depth” axis)
etc. Such descriptions can be stored using appropriate elements of the StructuralAnnotationType
element of still regions (SRs) and moving regions (MRs). Specifically, the Where, WhatObject and
How elements are used to store labels related to the position, size and movement of an
object/person, respectively.
Example instances
The following example refers to a bounding box depicting a small ball, which is located in front of
the screen.
<StillRegion id="StaticObject_11">
<StructuralUnit href="http://www.aiia.csd.auth.gr/cs/mpeg/AVDP/StructuralUnitCS#ball"/>
<TextAnnotation>
<StructuredAnnotation>
<WhatObject href="http://www.aiia.csd.auth.gr/cs/mpeg/AVDP/SizeSpreadCS#small"/>
<Where href="http://www.aiia.csd.auth.gr/cs/mpeg/AVDP/PositionCS#in_front_of_screen"/>
</StructuredAnnotation>
</TextAnnotation>
<SpatialLocator>
<Polygon>
<Coords mpeg7:dim="2 4">4848 1488 0 ‐1488 676 0 396 0</Coords>
</Polygon>
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</SpatialLocator>
<MediaRelIncrTimePoint>999</MediaRelIncrTimePoint>
</StillRegion>

4.

Frequently Asked Questions

Q: How is time information of segments represented in AVDP?
A: Each segment contains a MediaTime element that describes the temporal extent of the
segement, represented using start time point and duration. AVDP uses so-called relative
incremental time points. Relative means that time is counted from a start offset of the current
media item (assumed to be 0, if nothing is specified). Incremental means that time is counted as
multiples of a defined interval (e.g. edit unit). This allows specifying time with arbitrary precision
and provies a more compact representation as repeating the full definition. The time offset and the
time unit can be specified on the root segment, and the time unit can also be specified on a
top-level temporal decompostition. They are valid for all MediaTime elements in the subtree
below.
Q: How to characterise types of Decompositions?
A: All Decompositon elements have a criteria attribute, which is used to specify the type of
Decomposition. This is important in order to understand the semantics of the segments in the
decomposition. AVDP defines a basic set of general decomposition types (e.g. shots, speech
segments) in DecompositionCS 16 . This set of terms can be extended if needed to identify more
specific types of decompositions.
Q: Where is the MediaSourceDecomposition of the root A/V segment into modalities?
A: In the structure diagram there is no MediaSourceDecomposition (MSD) of the root A/V segment.
This is a simplification of the diagram, but such a decomposition is valid according to the profile. It
might be required to decompose the entire content into visual and audio modalities in order to
include visual/audio descriptors for the entire content.
Q: How to annotate single sample segments?
A: There may be segments with a duration of one sample, most notable, key frames with a duration
of one frame. According to the schema, the duration is optional, and can be dropped for single
sample segments (e.g., key frames). Note that this only applies to segments of length of one
sample according to the mediaTimeUnit valid for the temporal decomposition in which they are
contained.
Q: How to use media time base and locators?
A: AVDP makes use of relative incremental time points, i.e. time points are expressed relative to a
time base and counted as multiples of a time unit. In content descriptions, mediaTimeBase and
mediaTimeUnit as follows.
Media time unit is specified by the mediaTimeUnit attribute on
TemporalDecomposition/SpatiotemporalDecomposition elements of the root A/V segment or the
root A/V segment itself, with the one on the
TemporalDecomposition/SpatiotemporalDecomposition having precedence if present.
Media time base is specified by the mediaTimeBase attribute on
TemporalDecomposition/SpatiotemporalDecomposition elements of the root A/V segment or the

16

http://www.ebu.ch/metadata/cs/mpeg/avdp/
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root A/V segment itself, with the one on the
TemporalDecomposition/SpatiotemporalDecomposition having precedence if present. Media time
base contains an XPath statement pointing to a MediaLocator, i.e., media time is counted relative
to the start of this media stream. On the root A/V segment, mediaTimeBase may only reference a
media locator of this segment, i.e.
a MediaMediaLocator element, or
a MediaInformation/MediaProfile/MediaInstance[i]/MediaLocator element, where i=1,...,n is the
number of the instance. If there is only one media instance, then [i] can be dropped from the XPath
statement.
For summaries, the same applies to SummarizationType and SummaryType accordingly.
Q: How to handle visual features delineated across shot boundaries?
A: There are a number of visual features that are delineated by shot boundaries. For example, the
presence of a face does not continue across shot boundaries. AVDP leaves two options for
representing such information:
Attach all these visual descriptors to the visual segment of the shot.
Create a separate temporal decomposition per feature, with segments having the same lengths as
shots.
The second approach is recommended as best practice due to modularity (accessing specific
feature information independently, and supporting multiple results for one feature in the same
description). This approach is also used by the face detection example in section 0.
Q: How to annotate metadata that is specific to instances?
A: There might be metadata that is specific to an instance of content, e.g. when describing quality
analysis, defects might apply to several profiles/instances or only to a single one (i.e. it has been
damaged/deteriorated after being created, and no further instance were derived from this one).
In AVDP, the restriction on MediaProfileType specifies maxOccurs=1 for MediaProfile. Thus, there is
only a single profile, but there might still be several instances. This already drastically reduces the
probability that there might be defects only in one instance, but it is still possible.
The recommended practice is as follows:
If the description contains pointers to more than one instance, then the description applies to all of
them.
In order to describe metadata applying only to single instance, separate descriptions can be
created.
Q: Where can I get the AVDP standard document?
A: You can obtain copies of the documents from ISO
Specification: http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_catalogue/catalogue_tc/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=57538
XML Schema: http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_catalogue/catalogue_tc/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=60233

Q: What is the use of the Relation element?
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A: The Relation element of a segment can be used to link it to other segments, indicating relations
such as similarity, near duplicates, copies, etc. The element has two attributes: type and strength.
Note that these attributes quality the relation, not the target of the relation, i.e. they specify the
type of relation (e.g., using SegmentRelationCS) and the strength of the relation (e.g., degree of
similarity). Properties about the target of the relation should be annotated on the segment to
which the relation resolves.
Q: Where to put general administrative and editorial metadata?
A: Such metadata should be put in the context of the multimedia content being described, i.e.
annotated on the root a/v segment, using MediaInformation and CreationInformation.
DescriptionMetadata of the header of the document should only be used for describing information
about the creation of the metadata document, not about the content.
Q: What separators are used between identifier of classification scheme and term identifier?
A: The type of separator depends on the type of URI for the classification scheme: for URNs use
colon (:), for URLs use hash (#).
Q: How do you define your own classification schemes?
A: Classification schemes are designed to be point of extension, and the document can reference
any term that has an assigned URI. Note that this does not need to be an MPEG-7 classification
scheme, and kind of controlled vocabulary that can be referenced using a URI can be used. This
includes linked open data.
If you need to define you own classification schemes, it is often the case that they extend existing
ones. In this case make sure to import the existing one into the new one, and do not replicate the
terms. Then applications not aware of your new classification scheme can at least process the
terms overlapping with the existing one.
If you assign URNs to new classification schemes, and you do not have control of a formally
registered URN name space, use the experimental URN space “x-“ (see RFC 3406). In most cases it
is easier to use URLs, which can also resolved to the classification scheme document.
Q: Automatic annotations do make errors. How do you deal with the uncertainty, and how do
you mark detected errors?
A: The AVDP allows the use of a confidence measure. This measure could be an output of an
automatic analysis tool. An example for face recognition is cited below:
<TextAnnotation type="face_id" confidence="0.23">
<StructuredAnnotation>
<Who href="http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000122/"><Name>Charlie Chaplin</Name></Who>
</StructuredAnnotation>
</TextAnnotation>

Furthermore, if a human observer detects an error, this information could be added to the AVDP
file by adding a specific annotation.
<!—at the header of the decomposition or annotation ‐‐>
<Header xsi:type="DescriptionMetadataType">
<LastUpdate>2013‐06‐06T05:51:27</LastUpdate>
<Creator xsi:type="PersonType">
<Name>
<GivenName>John</GivenName>
<FamilyName>Doe</FamilyName>
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</Name>
</Creator>
</Header>
<!‐‐ at the annotation ‐‐>
<TextAnnotation type="face_id" confidence="1.0">
<StructuredAnnotation>
<Who href="http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0000122/"><Name>Charlie Chaplin</Name></Who>
</StructuredAnnotation>
</TextAnnotation>

5.
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Annex A: AVDP related tools
A.1

Introduction

This Annex lists up some tools and data related to AVDP. It is only a grasp out of several available
AVDP resources. The EBU metadata developers network (MDN) keeps track of a lot of broadcast
related metadata resources and examples. These resources and examples are available on the
knowledge base of the EBU MDN group 17 .
This chapter presents 4 tools that already use AVDP as their basic metadata format. VAMP is a tool
for verification of AVDP files, the metadata editor allows to annotate content (manually or
semi-automatic) producing AVDP output, the VidiCert tool serves the purpose of quality analysis
and verification, and lastly, the sports analysis visualization tool allows automatic detection of
events in soccer matches with export to the AVDP format.

A.2

VAMP (JRS)

A.2.1 Introduction
Validation of MPEG-7 documents is an important issue whenever documents are produced, exported
or imported. On a syntactic level, standard tools are available for this problem, most notably XML
schema validators. However, the semantic expressivity of XML schema is limited, and thus
validations on higher levels cannot be done with standard tools, but need specific application logic.
We have implemented an approach for validating metadata document on a semantic level based on
a description of formal semantics of the MPEG-7 AVDP.

A.2.2 Requirements
Given an MPEG-7 AVDP document, perform validation with respect to a set of semantic constraints
of the profile. These constraints may apply to the format in general or to a specific version or
profile of the format.
The definition of a format consists of a document formalising the elements of the profile, and the
semantic constraints these elements are subject to. It is assumed that the input document is
syntactically valid (as far as it can be checked for a certain format), i.e. available syntactic
validators will be applied as first step of the process and the constraints covered by them shall not
be modelled by the semantic validator.

A.2.3 Approach
First, the MPEG-7 input document is checked for syntactic validity against the MPEG-7 XML schema
and the selected Profile XML schema. A syntactically valid MPEG-7 input document is a necessary
precondition to start the semantic validation. Second, the MPEG-7 description is converted into RDF
with respect to an ontology capturing the semantics of the selected profile. In this step a XSL
transformation and additional classification rules are applied. Finally, these RDF triples are the
input data for the semantic consistency check. In this step, validation rules based on the profile
and temporal ontology are used. After the semantic consistency check, possible validation
violations can be retrieved using a SPARQL query.

17

https://workspace.ebu.ch/display/ecmmdn/Knowledge+base+-+contributions
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Many relevant interoperability problems cannot be checked with XML Schema validators. Semantic
constraints are defined informally in the standard and cannot be processed by automated tools. We
therefore propose a method for formalizing these constraints, implemented in the VAMP service.
In contrast to other work, we do not intend to completely map the MPEG-7 description tools onto
an OWL ontology, but rather use Semantic Web technologies to represent those MPEG-7 semantic
constraints defined in natural language that cannot be expressed using XML Schema. We do not
modify or extend the intended semantics of the description tools, but rather capture and formalize
it.
We propose the following layered approach to validate semantically the conformance of MPEG-7
descriptions to a given profile:


XML/syntactic: well-formedness. The well-formedness of the



input description is verified;
XML/syntactic: validity. The XML validity of the input description against the MPEG-7
schema and possibly a profile schema is checked;
RDF/semantics: constraints. The consistency of the input description with the
ontology and logical rules formalizing the semantic constraints of a profile is
computed.




We propose the use of Semantic Web languages to formalise the semantic constraints, and later
inference tools to check the semantic consistency of the descriptions. This is carried out with an
appropriate combination of the following languages:
1. XML Schema to define the structural constraints, that is, which types are allowed and how
they can be combined;

2. OWL-DL to formally capture the intended semantics of the descriptors contained in a
profile which have semantic constraints;
3. Horn clauses to express relationships between syntactically different but
semantically equivalent descriptors. Horn clauses are also used to perform closed
world checks of the descriptors. These clauses are created with respect to the
profile ontology.
4. XSLT to convert MPEG-7 descriptions into RDF. The RDF data asserts the
class-membership of particular descriptors given their properties. The XSLT style
sheet is created with respect to the profile ontology.
Achieving interoperability for MPEG-7 descriptions thus requires formally describing the profile the
MPEG-7 description purports to adhere to, and converting automatically from the descriptions, the
instances of the concepts modelled.
Once the semantic constraints have been formalised, they need to be checked for consistency. In
contrast to the Semantic Web, VAMP is a closed system. Actually, we assume that all information
needed to validate an MPEG-7 description is available: in the MPEG-7 input document itself, in the
profile-dependent transformation, in the semantic constraints profile ontology and in the semantic
constraints profile rule base. The semantic constraints profile ontology is used as an indirect input:
the ontology is only the basis for the transformation instructions (XSLT style sheet) and the rule
base.
VAMP is a web based application with a graphical user interface (Figure 17), deployed at
http://vamp.joanneum.at . A command line client application can be downloaded to (batch)
process local files.
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Figure 17: The VAMP web interface

A.3

Metadata Editor (NHK)

The metadata editor is a reference software of MPF (Metadata Production Framework) by NHK
STRL. The MPF is being developed and published from 2006. Its aim is to provide a common
platform where a user can combine various multimedia analysis tools easily and flexibly in order to
obtain the corresponding metadata directly or to support the metadata production activity. The
basic policy is modularizing all processes related to metadata generation and its handling in the
same way. To realize the environment, MPF specifies the common metadata representation and
two kinds of interfaces, i.e. a module-control interface and a metadata-operation interface. The
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MPF specification has also been updated several times and the AVDP is adopted as its metadata
model from version 3.0 onwards. More details of MPF can be found on the MPF web site 18 .
Figure 18 shows a screenshot of the metadata editor. As mentioned before, the metadata editor is
a reference software of MPF, through which we can test a sequence of metadata generation with
several automatic analysis tools. (1) load the target video; (2) select the process modules with
necessary parameters and execute them; (3) check the results and manually correct them if
necessary; (4) output the data, i.e. save it to a file or send it to the database. After loading the
target video, to run a process module, a track should be created, as depicted in the lower part of
Figure 18, and then the module is assigned to the track and executed. The module control API and
the part of AVDP which shall be handled by the modules is well defined such that the results of
other tracks can be reused in another module; i.e. a cascade process can be achieved in this way.
Generated metadata is expressed as a rectangle on the track. When the rectangle is clicked, its
corresponding description is displayed in the upper-left part of the metadata editor in the MPEG-7
format. The metadata can be modified in the metadata editor and can be saved to an external file
and/or in the database. The metadata editor can handle only one video if used manually, so a
batch process program is also provided.
MPF can be applied to many situations and NHK has also tested in several actual situations. The
latest trial is to use the MPF-based system to disclose a huge amount of footage taken in the Great
East Japan Earthquake for shot-based pre-classification. This is still ongoing project.

Figure 18: Metadata editor based on MPF (NHK)

18

http://www.nhk.or.jp/strl/mpf/
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Quality analysis & Verification (JRS)

Another example of an application that is using AVDP is VidiCert. VidiCert allows for efficient video
essence quality assessment 19 . Ensuring quality is an essential part of moving image and video
production, post-production, delivery and archive operations as well as migration. Quality
assessment of audiovisual content is an extremely time- and therefore cost intensive part of the
work. The aim of VidiCert is to significantly automate the video quality assessment process in a
two-step approach.
In the first step, video or movie content is fully automatically analyzed by VidiCert Analyser in
regard to certain visual and audio impairments, e.g. image noise, strong video distortions, black
frames, digital tape dropouts, blurriness or silent sections. In the second step the gathered
information is presented to the user in the VidiCert Summary application for efficient verification.
The result is a human verified quality report. Both applications are using MPEG-7 AVDP for storing
all metadata related to the video and its quality including those visualized in Figure 19. Application
areas for essence quality assessment of video and movies are:


Quality assurance of video and movie production



Incoming/outgoing quality assessment in video and movie post-production



Estimation of the restoration effort for specific content



Quality assurance before broadcast



Efficient quality assurance for archive digitization and migration to file based environments



Selection of and search for content with specific quality properties



Real-time quality assessment of security and safety video



Quality assurance for online video streaming services

Efficient visualization and verification of impairment analysis results supports an operator to get a
quick overview of the condition of the material and to allow for manual corrections and final
quality judgment by the operator.
In the following we describe the user interface shown in Figure 19, which is composed of these four
main parts: Global timeline views (1) show the occurrence of defect events for the full temporal
range of the video. A global timeline view also shows the shot structure and the temporal zoom
period for the timeline views in (3). For efficient verification, a defect list component (2) shows
defect events and their properties. Timeline views showing a zoomed temporal resolution providing
a level of temporal detail that can be freely adjusted are shown in (3) of the user interface. A
video player (4) with frame accurate positioning support and audio playback is also provided.
The video player is the central component of the user interface. All other components synchronize
with it. The video player can be positioned on an extra monitor for full resolution playback. The
other components like the event list component and the timeline views can also be displayed on a
second monitor.

19

http://www.vidicert.com
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Figure 19: User interface for efficient interactive verification of automatic detections
All components provide additional navigation functionalities. The key frame and stripe image
timeline views shown in the bottom of (3) provide a quick visual overview of the video content. Key
frames and stripe images are aligned on the timeline according to their respective time points.
Navigation is possible by clicking on the timeline, or by moving the scroll wheel for frame accurate
positioning.
Timeline views showing impairment detection results either visualize continuous or segment-based
quality measures. Continues quality measures are visualized in form of line or bar charts like the
visual activity and the noise/grain level within specific time ranges. Detections having an event-like
character are also visualized on timeline views by indicating the temporal segment of the
detection. These are for example video breakups, uniform colour, digital tape dropout and test
pattern segments. The different views appear both over the full video range in (1) and for the
selected zoom period in (3). For uniform colour detections the respective segments are additionally
filled with the colour detected.
The time an operator can devote to verify automatic analysis results is typically limited and it may
be the case that not all defect detections can be manually verified. So the time the operator has
available should be optimally used. For this it is very useful to be able to handle the most relevant
detections first. To support this, the detections listed in the defect list view can be sorted by all
columns. When sorting by severity an operator can efficiently verify the most relevant detections
first. A detection can either be approved, discarded, or postponed for later verification by the
operator. After such a manual verification the next detection in the list not yet verified will be
selected. This verification process is supported by a special mode where the video will play in a
loop around the currently selected detection including a configurable pre roll and post roll time.
The user interface allows also for manually adding defect events on the timeline, where defects
are defined by a classification scheme. Additionally an operator can rate the overall quality of the
video by selecting predefined rating classes.
All the information visualized in Figure 19 and all the decisions made by an operator during his
work are stored in an MPEG-7 AVDP compliant XML document.
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Sports analysis visualization tool (Fraunhofer HHI)

For the assisted production of sports events, a graphical user interface has been implemented. Its
purpose is to demonstrate the results of sports related automatic metadata extraction services. It
provides tools for navigating videos showing football matches. It is meant to demonstrate a
summary generation workflow for e.g. a news programme. Figure 20 shows a screenshot of the user
interface. It provides a larger area for displaying a video. Below, a timeline (a) shows different
types of automatically detected events. It allows for quick navigation for scenes that might be of
interest for the generation of a summary clip. Additionally, it allows displaying different camera
view classes in the timeline. This can be used as an additional indicator for editors to identify
interesting scenes. Hovering over the timeline shows the textual labels for the metadata, as shown
in Figure 21.

Figure 20: User interfaces of sports analysis visualization tool
Furthermore, player detection results (visualized by bounding boxes), and field registration results
(b) are displayed within the video. They do not provide a direct use case but are meant to visualize
intermediate results which are internally used in the highlight detection algorithm.

Figure 21: Text labels for video segments
All the metadata is available as an AVDP description. The structure of the AVDP document is
comparable to the examples in section 0 or 0 for the highlights and camera view classes. That
means those metadata is stored as a StructuredAnnotation contained in an AudioVisualSegment.
Player detection and tracking results are stored as MovingRegions, comparable to the structure of
face detection and identification as described in section 0.
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Annex B: Projects/Frameworks using AVDP
This Annex lists several projects which are utilizing AVDP in their activities. The presented projects
are TOSCA-MP (Task-Oriented Search and Content Annotation for Media Production), MPF (Metadata
Production Framework), 3DTVS (3DTV Search) and PrestoPRIME

B.1

TOSCA-MP

In the future, content annotations and search workflows will increasingly become automated.
Already, there are workflow engines on the market that allow automation of business processes up
to a certain level.
One problem is the integration of different components from different vendors in a single
workflow. This is a challenge as every component might use its own internal data model. However,
to be integrated in a single workflow, a representation needs to be agreed upon to exchange data
and metadata. A second challenge is that resources are increasingly distributed. Media researchers
want to be able to retrieve content, irrespective of the physical location of the content.
The European project TOSCA-MP tackles these challenges by building such an integrated workflow
for media annotation and search workflows. Figure 22 shows an overview of the logical system
components of this TOSCA-MP system. Four main components can be identified:


The Distributed Repository Framework (DRF) is responsible for storing and managing data
and metadata. It consists of many distributed repositories including external repositories to
which the framework can connect.



The Services provide many atomic services in a media annotation and search
workflow. Examples are automatic annotation services such as speech recognition,
indexing services, semantic enrichment, etc.
The Metadata Production and Management Framework binds the system together. It
allows defining workflows which connect individual services together.
Finally, the User Interfaces are the components that are visible to the end user (e.g.
documentalist, media researcher, .). Examples are the search user interface, a user
interface for monitoring the workflow processes and so on.
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Figure 22: Logical system design of the TOSCA-MP system
However, for binding these components together, standards are needed to allow the different
services in a workflow to communicate with each other. As MPEG-7 AVDP has been specifically
created for representing results of automatic annotation services, this standard suits this purpose
very well. It has been chosen as the main standard for exchanging metadata in the TOSCA-MP
project.
Presenting the entire system in this document would lead us too far. Instead, we refer the
interested reader to different available publications. Even more information is available on the
TOSCA-MP web site 20 , including the public deliverables of the project.

B.2

MPF (Metadata Production Framework)

The Metadata production framework (MPF) is a specification that provides a common environment
for the effective generation of content-based metadata for video.
There are many strategies for analyzing media content from various angles. In order to generate
useful metadata, we need to combine these technologies in various ways. The MPF framework
provides a mechanism for combining descriptions of multimedia content generated by, for example,
analysis of video, audio, and text.
There is so far no consensus on metadata formats or on ways of handling information for metadata
production. This is the main obstacle to putting research results to practical use. As a broadcaster,
NHK proposes a basic common workflow for metadata production, whereby the necessary
technologies can be provided as modules and exchanged easily in various situations. Providing a
minimum of rules for realizing the environment is the aim of MPF.
To realize the framework, we specify a metadata model and two interface types. These
specifications define a common environment where developers can exchange technologies as "black
boxes" and integrate their outputs while keeping implementation details hidden. This makes it
possible for MPF to foster the start up and development of metadata creation industries. Metadata
generated in MPF conforms to the MPEG-7 specification, so it can also be exchanged and re-used

20

http://tosca-mp.eu
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like the metadata production modules.
The Japanese public broadcaster NHK has released a Metadata Editor (see section 0) with which the
user can generate content-based metadata both manually and using metadata processing modules
based on MPF. This software is freeware. We have also released some sample modules with their
source code.
We offer the MPF framework in the hope that it will contribute to the development of this field,
and we would greatly welcome any feedback and discussion about the current version of MPF and
future directions. Please feel free to send us your views and comments.

B.3

3DTVS Project

3DTVS 21 (3DTV Content Search) is a European FP7 project that started in November 2011 and aims
at devising 3DTV audiovisual content analysis description, indexing, search and browsing methods
and incorporating such functionalities in 3D audio-visual content archives. In short, the project
aims to build algorithms for the analysis and annotation of 3DTV content (stereoscopic video and
multichannel audio). The derived content annotations/descriptions are then ingested in a 3DTV
content database that is being built, thus allowing users to search for content using queries such as
“find stereo videos, where actor X approaches actor Y” or “find stereo videos with/without certain
3D quality defects”.
In order to accomplish its goals, the project had to establish a common framework in which the
results of the analysis/annotation algorithms can be stored in a structured format, comprehensible
and usable by the database system. Furthermore, since the project deals with the derivation of
different types of description metadata, i.e. 3D video content description and multi-channel audio
metadata, the utilized description scheme must also foster the interoperability between the
different content analysis and description algorithms, thus enabling multimodal analysis and
providing a common way for partners to store their analysis results.
In order to implement this common 3D content description framework, the consortium decided,
after giving a careful consideration to all available options, to use the AudioVisual Description
Profile (AVDP) of MPEG-7. AVDP was designed by having mainly single channel videos in mind. Thus,
in order to utilize it for the description of stereoscopic video and multichannel audio content, a
number of implementation decisions had to be taken. Indeed, the consortium has selected a set of
the description tools, Descriptors and Description Schemes available in the AVDP that were tailored
to its needs, and defined a description procedure/framework in order to store information
describing 3DTV content (derived from the application of several 3DTV media analysis tools such as
shot/scene boundary detection, person detection/tracking/recognition, facial expression
recognition, music/speech segmentation, speaker diarization and music genre/mood
characterization) in an MPEG-7/AVDP compatible manner. Some 3D-related examples of using the
AVDP are presented in section 0. The full framework is described in a 200-page long document,
authored by the consortium.
In the framework of 3DTVS, tools that make use of AVDP have been developed. Specifically, a static
library was developed which enables the storage of 3DTV content analysis results in an AVDP
compatible manner. In addition, 3DTVS has developed the so-called 3DVideoAnnotator tool
(Figure 23) that assists a user in the tasks of analyzing and annotating 3D video content and viewing
and editing the relevant description, while allowing the annotations to be saved/read to/from an
AVDP-conformant file. The annotation of a 3D video content includes descriptions for shots,
transitions, key frames and key video segments, events, objects and humans (static or/and
moving), 3D quality defects etc. Such descriptions can be produced either automatically through
algorithms or manually, using the corresponding modules of the 3DvideoAnnotator. The produced

21

http://www.3dtvs-project.eu/
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3D video descriptions can be viewed, navigated and edited through user-friendly modules, such as
timelines and a tree-view representation of the AVDP structure. Within the integration phase of the
project, integration of most audiovisual analysis tools developed by the project partners in this
platform is to take place.

Figure 23: 3DVideoAnnotator software

B.4

PrestoPrime project

PrestoPRIME 22 was an FP7 integrated project running from 2009-212, including audiovisual (AV)
archives, academics and industrial partners, focused on long-term digital preservation of AV media
objects and on ways to increase access by integrating media archives with European on-line digital
libraries, specifically Europeana. Project outcomes are tools and services to ensure the
permanence of digital AV content in archives, libraries, museums and other collections, enabling
long-term future access in dynamically changing contexts. PrestoPRIME had a special focus on
digital preservation in media production environments, where very large files of digital video must
be preserved at high quality (suitable for future re-use in an AV production environment)
in affordable distributed and federated archives. The adoption of standard solutions for digital
preservation processes (metadata representation, content storage, digital rights government,
search and access) enables the interoperability of the proposed preservation framework and
guidelines.
PrestoPRIME partners contributed to the standardization of AVDP, and AVDP is used as part of the
PrestoPRIME metadata model. The PrestoPRIME preservation system uses METS as metadata
container for submission (SIP), archive (AIP) and distribution information packages (DIP). A

22

http://prestoprime.eu/
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schematic overview is shown in and details can be found in Deliverable 5.2.1 23 . AVDP is used for
descriptive and technical (including quality) metadata in the model, together with other standards,
such as MPEG-21 CEL/MCO for expression rights metadata. There may also be multiple alternative
description and technical metadata elements, e.g., to include a basic Dublin Core file, or cover
more specific technical metadata not defined in MPEG-7.

Figure 24: Representation of different types of metadata in a METS file

23

https://prestoprimews.ina.fr/public/deliverables/PP_WP5_D5.2.1_ArchitectureDesign_R0_v1.02.pdf
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